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SUMMARY

This paper reviews the nature and underlying rationale of the

acousto-ultrasonic approach, suggests needed advanced signal analysis and

evaluation methods, and discusses application potentials. The term

acousto-ultrasonics denotes an NDE technique that combines some aspects of

acoustic emission methodology with ultrasonic simulation of stress waves. The

acousto-ultrasonic approach uses analysis of simulated stress waves for

detecting and mapping variations of mechanical properties. Unlike most NDE,

acousto-ultrasonics is less concerned with flaw detection than with the

assessment of the collective effects of various flaws and material anomalies.

Acousto-ultrasonics has been applied chiefly to laminated and filament-wound

fiber reinforced composites. It has been used to assess the significant

strength and toughness reducing effects that can be wrought by combinations of

essentially minor flaws and diffuse flaw populations. Acousto-ultrasonics

assesses integrated defect states and the resultant variations in properties

such as tensile, shear, and flexural strengths and fracture resistance. Matrix

cure state, porosity, fiber orientation, fiber volume fraction, fiber-matrix

bonding, and interlaminar bond quality are factors that underliDe

acousto-ultrasonic evaluations.

INTRODUCTION

Conventional NDE. - The main purpose of nondestructive evaluation (NDE) is

to provide a basis for determining whether a structure will perform reliably

when placed in service. This is usually done with conventional flaw detection



techniques and it depends on defining which flaws are harmful. Obviously, it

is unrealistic to discard a part simply because it contains minor flaws or

anomalies that normally arise during fabrication. Certainly, some flaws are

likely to be more harmful than others because of their size, location, and

proximity to each other. But, in some materials (e.g., fiber reinforced

composites) the harmful effects of certain types of flaws cannot always be

dete_ined unambiguously.

Although composites can have broken fibers, delaminations, local porosity,

resin rlch areas, etc., the overall effect may be benign. The combined effect

of these defects is often difficult to assess analytically. More theoretically

valid analysis models are needed to incorporate the complex fracture process

that occur in composites. 1 On the other hand, a composite structure may be

free of readily detectable flaws but still exhibit low strength and be

unsuitable for use. Low composite strength may be due to poor bonding between

plies or between the fibers and matrix.

Mechanical Property Assessment. - The preceding observations suggest a

need for NDE methods that can assess variations in mechanical properties rather

than merely detect minor flaws whose relevance is questionable. These methods

should at least quantify relative strength and fracture resistance by measuring

the combined effect of all deficiencies due to subcritical flaw populations and

microstructural anomalies in a volume of material. Then, fracture analysis and

analytical life prediction methods would be supplemented by NDE approaches that

2
verify properties that contribute to structural integrity and reliability.

Acousto-ultrasonics. - The acousto-ultrasonic approach addresses the

above-mentioned requirements. 3 It complements other NDE approaches to

materials characterization 4 and offers advantages that make it the preferred

one to use in some cases. Accordingly, the purpose of this paper is to

2



describe the acousto-ultrasonic approach, its genesis, rationale, signal

analysis methods, and applications.

BACKGROUND

Terminology. - The term acousto-ultrasonics was coined to express the

close relation with acoustic emission. "Acousto-ultrasonics" may be taken as

a contraction of "acoustic emission simulation with ultrasonic sources."

Acousto-ultrasonic waves like acoustic emissions are generally ultrasonic in

nature. The acoustic emission method depends on loading to excite spontaneous

stress waves such as those accompanying plastic deformation and crack growth. 5

Acousto-ultrasonics differs mainly in that the ultrasonic waves are benign and

6
are generated externally by a pulsed source (usually a piezotransducer).

Objective. - The objective in acousto-ultrasonics is to simulate stress

waves that resemble acoustic emission waves but without disrupting the

7
material. Once launched inside the material sample, the waves are modified

by stochastic processes like those that affect spontaneous acoustic emissions

from internal sources during stressing, deformation, etc. Moreover,

acousto-ultrasonic waves are launched periodically at predetermined times and

with predetermined repetition rates.

In contrast to acoustic emission practice, the idea in acousto-ultrasonics

is to keep the nature and location of the source of ultrasonic radiation known

and fixed. Then, the inverse problem is not concerned with source location

and characterization but with characterization of the material medium between

8
the source and receiver.

Alternative Approaches. - Materials characterization can, of course, be

accomplished by other ultrasonic methods, 9 for example, by pulse-echo

ultrasonic measurements of velocity and attenuation. These measurements can

usually be correlated with variations in microstructure (e.g., grain size,

porosity), elastic constants, strength, toughness, etc. Pulse-echo ultrasonics

3



is based on knowing the wave propagation path, avoiding multiple reflections

and overlapping echoes, and by accounting for dispersion and similar effects.

The acousto-ultrasonic approach is among the alternatives that should be

considered for material property characterization. It is specifically designed

for cases where constraints imposed by pulse-echo and similar conventional

ultrasonic approaches are impractical.

METHODOLOGY

Probe Configuration. - In acousto-ultrasonics the sender and receiver

proves are usually coupled to the same side of the test object. (In many

applications only one side will be accessible.) The probes are coupled at

normal incidence to the surface of a test piece. The receiver is displaced by

a fixed distance from the sender. In the limit of zero separation, this

configuration reduces to conventional pulse-echo ultrasonics. The send-receive

transducer pair is moved about as a unit and the test object is scanned to map

material property variations, FiE. I.

Direction Criterion. - The rationale of the acousto-ultrasonic probe

configuration may be understood by considering the materials characterization

problem posed by fiber-reinforced composite laminates. For laminates it is

desirable to measure properties with ultrasonic energy that has propagated

laterally (parallel to the lateral surfaces). Transducers coupled to edges

could send and receive the signals, but although thick laminates may allow

effective coupling to edges, thin laminates pose a problem. (Laminate

thicknesses range from a fraction of a millimeter to several centimeters.) In

large laminated sheets the signal would probably be lost before reaching an

opposite edge because composites are usually highly attenuating.

In laminated composite structures some or all edges may be inaccessible

(e.g., cylinders, vessels, fuselages). Other examples include wood fiber

boards, paper products, ropes and cables, and plate/sheet/strip stock. The

4



need to use energy that has propagated parallel to major surfaces arises

whether the laminates are polymer, metal, or ceramic matrix fiber reinforced

composites.

Echo System. - The acousto-ultrasonic configuration assures that numerious

wave interactions occur in the volume of material interrogated. Instead of

consisting of a series of isolated echoes, as in pulse-echo ultrasonics, the

acousto-ultrasonic signal will be much more complex. In test objects like

laminated panels that have a thickness less than the spacing between probes the

received signal will consist of overlapping echoes, Fig. 2. For objects having

greater thicknesses echoes will tend to separate due to delayed arrivals of

individual echoes. Despite its complexity the acousto-ultrasonic signal can

be readily analyzed to provide information about lateral property variations.

(Signal analysis methodologies are discussed later.)

Transducers. - In current practice piezoelastic probes are coupled

directly to the surface of a test object. An alternative, based on contactless

lasers probes will be discussed later. It is important that the sending

transducer have a spectral bandwidth sufficient to excite all the frequencies

needed to interrogate the material. The character of the acousto-ultrasonic

signal and the data that can be extracted will depend rather heavily on the

spectral response and sensitivity of the receiving probe.

For many graphite fiber polymer matrix composite laminates both the sender

and receiver may be broadband 2 MHz (megahertz) transducers. A bandwidth of

about 1 MHz may be adequate to characterize these materials. Experimental

determination of appropriate transduce properties should be made for each new

structure. In highly attenuating materials the receiver may need to be a

sensitive transducer of the type used for acoustic emissions.

Coupling. - The acousto-ultrasonic technique depends strongly on

establishing reproducible probe coupling. Otherwise, signal modulations due
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to material variations become confused with those due to coupling variations.

Probes are usually coupled to a surface with a thin film of fluid (glycerin,

gel, silicone grease, and shear wave couplant have been found useful). Enough

pressure has to be applied to eliminate unwanted reverberations within the

couplant. In addition, deleterious effects of surface roughness must be

overcome. Similar precautions are needed with dry coupling which usually

involves a thin elastomer buffer (e.g., silicone rubber) bonded to the

transducer wearplate.

Extended Scanning. - Scanning is done by intermittently lifting and

recoupling the probes. There are obvious disadvantages to the intermittent

contract required with direct coupled (dry or fluid) probes. The potential

need to scan large surface areas demands probes that can be readily moved

about. Using probes with the piezocrystal mounted in the hub of a

rubber-rinuned wheel allows continuous rolling-contact scanning. Even then,

great care has to be taken to ensure that coupling variations are

insignificant.

Laser Methods. - The prospect of contactless laser probes, particularly

for scanning large and complex surfaces, is very attractive. 10'11 Use of

lasers to excite and acquire acousto-ultrasonic signals does not eliminate

potential coupling problems because the signals are still influenced by

surface roughness and also emissivity, reflectivity, and other thermal and

optical factors.

Probe Acco_odation. - Certain accon_uodations may be required for either

contact or laser probes to overcome coupling and surface access problems. This

can entail surface preparation or even changes in part geometry and design.

Insertion of sufficient laser thermal energy may ultimately depend on adding

sacrificial layers (e.g., fluids, plating). Extraction of signals by means of



interferometric or other methodsmay depend on affixing reflecting layers or

12,13
echelle (or blazed) diffraction gratings.

Alternative Methods. - There are alternatives to the acousto-ultrasonic

configuration, for example, the use of closely_spaced angle beam transducers

in contact with the surface. 14 Similar measurements can be made with in_nersion

scans based on leakly Lamb waves 15 that arise from radiation that propagates

laterally within thin laminates. Experience and results with the

acousto-ultrasonic method suggest that angle beam transducers are not necessary

and immersion needed by leakly waves can be avoided.

FUNDAMENTAL HYPOTHESIS

Conditional Statement. - The ultimate purpose of acousto-ultrasonic

approach is to rate relative efficiency of stress wave energy propagation in a

material. If the material is subject to brittle or quasl-brittle failure but

exhibits efficient stress wave energy transfer, then it will exhibit higher

extrinsic strength and fracture resistance. This does not necessarily apply

1
to materials that can sustain plastic deformation or slow crack growth.

For many materials, such as fiber reinforced composites, better stress

wave energy transfer means better transmission of dynamic strain, better load

distribution, greater strength, and greater fracture resistance. In these

cases the hypothesis is that increased energy flow (either stress or strain

energy) corresponds to increased strength and fracture resistance, especially

when precursor conditions for fast, brittle fracture exist. This hypothesis

is based on the "stress wave interaction" concept Which holds that spontaneous

stress waves at the onset of fracture promote rapid crack growth unless their

energy is dissipated in other ways. 16'17 Prompt and efficient flow of stress

wave energy away from crack nucleation sites is desired when the energy cannot

be absorbed locally without cracking.



Stress Wave Evaluation. - Acousto-ultrasonic measurements are nmde by

means of a stress wave factor (SWF). The SWF is used to quantify

acousto-ultrasonic signals for comparison with variations in mechanical

properties like strength and fracture resistance. The SWF will indicate

regions where strain energy is likely to concentrate and result in crack

nucleation and fracture.

SWF and Attenuation. - Lower values of the SWF generally correspond to

regions of higher attentuation. Indeed, the dominant effect measured in

acousto-ultrasonics is relative attenuation. When properly measured, any

magnitude variations of the acousto-ultrasonic signal will depend primarily on

material factors that govern attenuation: microstructure, morphology,

porosity, bond quality, cure state, microcracks, and so on. The

acousto-ultrasonic approach assumes that these factors similarly affect the

natural stress waves that arise during dynamic loading, defolm_ation, and crack

nucleation.

Stress Wave Simulation. - The nature and configuration of

acousto-ultrasonic probes are selected to simulate the frequency content of

spontaneous stress (strain) waves that arise at the onset of microfracture,

crack nucleation, deformation, etc. If this is accomplished, then the

scousto-ultrasonic approach should measure the effects of factors that govern

relative efficiency of strain energy transfer. Accordingly, regions that

exhibit high values of the SWF would also exhibit enhanced stress wave energy

flow. Conversely, low values of SWF would indicate places where the dynamic

strain energy is not effectively dissipated or redistributed (with resultant

deformation or fracture).

STRESS WAVE FACTOR (SWF)

General Note. - The SWF may be defined in a variety of ways. The ones

mentioned here are based directly on acoustic emission practice (e.g., ringdown
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count, peak voltage, energy).

signals are usually quite similar to acoustic emission signals. The

formulation of an expression for the SWF depends on which features in a

weveform are most relevant to a given probe configuration, material, or

structure geometry.

Ringdown SWF. - Acousto-ultrasonic signals that resemble acoustic

emission bursts are readily characterized by a ringdown count or count rate.

In the former case the SWF is formulated as,

5
This is appropriate because acousto-ultrasonic

where, P is the repetition rate of an ultrasonic pulser, R is the reset

time, and C is the digital counter output. A threshold voltage setting is

the basis for counting the number of ringdown oscillations per waveform.

Defined this way, the SWF measures relative signal strength. The threshold

voltage is usually set at just above noise level. The pulse repetition rate,

P, is set so that each signal rings down below the threshold before a new one

starts. The reset time, R, allows averaging a predetermined number of signals

into the count, C.

Ringdown oscillations toward the end of a signal might be more

characteristic of the transducer than the material (i.e., ringdown in

undampened piezotransducers). Trailing oscillations might also be reflections

from regions just outside the volume between the sending the receiving probes.

Therefore, it may be necessary to increase threshold level slightly or to

truncate the ringdown counting time zone. In either case threshold and reset

criteria should be based on experimental feedback.

Peak VoltaKe SWF. - By using peak detection the SWF may be defined as,

SWF = E = V (2)
V max

where, the SWF is base on the maximum (max) voltage swing. This assumes that

dominant oscillations always represent any material variations. But, smaller

9

SWIP = E = PRC (I)
c



oscillations that precede or follow,my be more representative. An appropriate

alternative based on peak voltage might be the measurement of signal rise time

or signal decay time (as in acoustic emission practice).

The pulse repetition rate, P, and reset time, R, settings mentioned above

for ringdown SWF still apply for measuring peak voltage SWF and also for

the energy SWF, described next.

EnerKy SWF. - The relative energy of the acousto-ultrasonlc signal can be

defined in the time domain as,

(Vcms)2 1 v 2 dt (3)

SWF = Et = = T -I

where, the SWF is based on root mean square (cms) voltage, T is a time

interval (tI to t2), t is time, and v is time-varying voltage. An

equivalent frequency domain definition of the SWF in terms of the root mean

square of the power spectrum is,

(Srms)2 1 _t t2 2SWF = Ef = = _ s df (4)

-i

where, F is a frequency interval (fl to f2 ), f is frequency, and s

is a function of frequency. Although it is unnecessary to set a threshold

voltage, it is still necessary to specify the size and location of the interval

(i.e., T or F) in the time or frequency domain that will most closely

associate with material variations. This suggests the need to experimentally

determine specific time or frequency intervals for each new material,

structure, and probe configuration.

Using the previous definitions of the SWF, Eqs. (1) to (4), it is usually

better to normalize values of quantities like Ec, Et, or Ff for comparison

with material property variations. It has been found practical to normalize
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against the maximum asymptotic value found for these quantities for a given

7t18
material, structure, and probe configuration.

SIGNAL ANALYSIS

General Observations. - The envelop of the acousto-ultrasonic time domain

waveform usually exhibits complicated amplitude variations, FiE. 3. And, the

corresponding frequency spectrum usually exhibits a numerous prominent

frequency components. These time and frequency domain features are related to

one or more material and structural factors: velocity, dispersion,

attenuation, dynamic vibration modes, plates waves, etc. These factors are

influenced in turn by the nature of the transducers, probe configurations,

coupling, instrumentation, etc.

There is a need for better understanding of wave propagation factors that

underlie acousto-ultrasonic waveforms. AccordinEly, the problem of predictinE

and analyzing waveforms for various material conditions (shape, texture,

19.20

isotropy) has been broached in order to satisfy this need. Some insights

that have been gained and improved signal analysis methods that have been

proposed are discussed below.

Natural Modes. - Experimental evidence suggests that natural vibration

modes and associated nodal lines on the surface of a solid will certainly

affect acousto-ultrasonic measurements. 21 Evaluation of the SWF can be

misleading if specimen resonances are ignored or misinterpreted. Resonant

frequencies and their corresponding nodal patterns can have an enormous effect

on the acousto-ultrasonlc waveform and on the evaluation of the SWF. Resonant

frequencies due to natural vibration modes of a structure can dominate the

spectral content. This is especially true when the sending transducer inputs

energy at the resonant frequencies. Location of the receiver in relation to

nodal lines further influences the spectrum of the acousto:ultrasonic waveform.

11



Dispersive Modes. - Although the sending transducer inputs longitudinal

waves perpendicular to the specimen surface, the energy radiated into the

material will produce oblique reflections and shear waves. Interactions of

shear and longitudinal waves with plate boundaries and with plies in laminates

14
produced various dispersive wave modes. When laminate or ply thicknesses

of composite structures are comparable to the ultrasonic wavelengths, several

Lamb modes with different speeds propagate simultaneously. Since Lamb waves

are dispersive, their phases and group velocities depend on frequency, laminate

thickness, bond quality (adhesion) between plies, etc. 22'23 Some Lamb modes

will be excited and others will be extinguished in accordance with boundary

conditions and the interlaminar bond quality in composite laminates. Factors

that govern these wave modes also determine the character of the

acousto-ultrasonic wavefocm.

Wsve Paths. - It is useful to attempt to trace wave paths, to track

multiple reflections, and to gauge depths of penetration. This proves to be

particularly difficult in most laminated composite structures. Some

investigators have inferred that the SWF is typical only of the first few

24
plies of a laminate. Others have held that the SWF was influenced by

all plies throughout a laminate. In the latter cases it appeared that SWF

was sensitive to plies at the opposite surface even in relatively thick

25
composite laminates. Ambiguities about wave paths are bothersome because

waves reflected by intermediate layers and bondlines are likely to be more

relevant than those from the free surface of a structure.

Problem Summary. - The acousto-ultrasonic approach attempts to ensure

that interrogating waves interact freely with many material parameters. Then,

a major signal analysis problem in acousto-ultrasonics is the need for

separating interactive wavefocm components. It becomes necessary to sort out

those components that are most relevant to the particular material property or

12



intecnal condition to be assessed. Alternatively, there may be instances

where is better not to separate wavefocm components but to deal with the whole

signal as a multivariate data set. Several powerful approaches to

acousto-ultcasonic signal analysis along both lines are suggested next.

Homomorphic Processing. - One of the most promlsing means for dealing with

26

the signal deconvolution problem is provided by homomorphic signal processing.

It has been successfully applied to the analysis of audio-acoustic, speech,

and seismic signals. Homomorphic processing is necessary for wavefocms with

components whose Fourier transforms overlap. Homomocphic filters provide the

means for deconvolving such waveform components, Fig. 4. A detailed discussion

27

of homomorphic pcocessing methodology is given elsewhere. It is sufficient

here to note that the method should lead to improved evaluations of the SWF

by isolating key components in waveforms that consist for superimposed multiple

echo systems (as in thin composite laminates). Homomorphic processing should

be particularly useful in identifying significant wave modes and their paths.

Partition-Regression Method. - Another methodology that has proven to be

useful is based on partitioning waveforms and their spectra followed by

28

regression analysis. One procedure is to divide the time and frequency

domain records into a large number of equal segments. The SWF for each

segment is cegressed against a material property of interest to find

corresponding time and frequency segments that correlate with that property.

The procedure is iterated until the correlation is optimized. The basic

assumption of the partition-cegression method is that relevant signal

components and their frequency bands can be separated with simple linear

29
filters. This is in contrast to conditions that indicate homomocphic

26

pcocessing.

When used with either Eqs. (3) or (4) the pactition-regression method

found corresponding time and frequency domain intervals that gave the best

13



correlation with a given material property (i.e., filament-wound composite

30
interlsminar shear strength), Fig. 5. An interesting outcome was that

only the least prominent part of the spectrum gave the greatest correlation

coefficient with shear strength. That is, while lower frequency components

dominated the spectrum, only the higher frequencies varied significantly with

interlaminar shear strength variations, in the experiment cited. These higher

frequencies corresponded to the initial oscillations of the acousto-ultrasonic

signal while lower frequencies were associated with trailing oscillations.

Finite Element Vibration Analysis. - Among factors that are likely to

influence the SWF are boundary conditions that govern resonant frequencies

21
of natural vibration modes. The prominent low frequency components in the

prevlously-cited case provide an example of this situation. This indicates a

need for independent means for identifying resonant frequency components.

But, in heterogeneous, anisotropic materials with uniform properties this need

poses a difficult problem.

Because flaw systems in composite materials can be quire complex, finite

element analysis may be needed to help define inspection parameters.

Accordingly, the use of finite element models has been suggested to study the

effect of material anomalies and possible damage (type, severity, area) on

31
boundary conditions and on SWF measurements. Finite element predictions

of resonant frequencies and mode shapes can help optimize the location,

configuration, and sensitivity requirements for acousto-ultrasonic probes.

Developing simple analytical models that incorporate appropriate parameters

should reduce trail and error while providing a rational basis for performing

SWF measurements.

Method of Moments. - Simple structural geometries and boundary conditions

combined with judicious selection of transducers and probe configurations may

eliminate or substantially reduce ambiguous and irrelevant signal components.

14



In these cases the homomorphic and partitioning methodologies may be

unnecessary. Then, with simple noise elimination, the entire acousto-ultrasonic

waveform can be retained and analyzed as a whole. For example, excellent

correlations have been obtained with SWFs based on essentially raw total

18,32
waveforms.

The method of moments invokes the use of parameters such as those used to

33
describe distribution functions, namely location, scale, and shape parameters.

In the frequency domain, in addition to the mean square definition given in

Eq. (4), the SWF can be defined from full waveformpower spectra in terms of

various moments and ratios of moments: the centroid, kurtosis, skewness,

28

standard deviation, variance. These quantities can be readily evaluated

29
using digital fast Fourier transforms. This stratagem acknowledges the

stochastic nature of attenuating interactions that shape the waveforms and

also the validity of a statistical treatment of their spectra.

Pattern Recosnition Method. - There are a rather large number of possible

mechanical properties and morphological conditions that can affect a

correspondingly large number of acousto-ultrasonic signal parameters. This

suggests determining the state of a material with pattern recognition

methodology. 34'35 This methodology involves statistically-based data

generation, feature extraction, and classification. By usinE samples

containing known states (i.e., training samples) significant discriminatory

pattern vectors can be defined and used for feature extraction, Fig. 6. Then,

34

as described in detail elsewhere, the most likely states in an unknown

material can be identified and associated with particular acousto-ultrasonic

signal parameters. This "adaptive learning" methodology has been successfully

used for analyzing acoustic emission signals and may be a practical alternative

to the apriori modeling demanded by the finite element approach mentioned

above.

15



Auxiliary Measurements. - Additional ultrasonic measurements may

occasionally be needed to corroborate or clarify acousto-ultrasonic

measurements. Velocity or attentuation measurements using conventional

time-of-flight or pulse-echo methods, respectively, are likely to be quite

useful for independently evaluating certain material parameters (e.g., elastic

constants) .36'37 Combined with acousto-ultrasonic measurements they can

help remove ambiguities and aid in signal analysis. As an example, SWF

values combined with surface-parallel velocity measurements gave better

correlations with composite laminate shear strength than either the SWF or

18
velocity alone.

EXEMPLARY FINDINGS

General Findings. - There are now abundance examples of successful

applications that show the viability of acousto-ultrasonics for measuring

mechanical strength variations in structural composites and for measuring

degradation from cyclic fatigue and impact damage. Acousto-ultrasonics has

also been used to measure adhesive bond strength, 38'39 polymer composite

40 41
cure state, filler content in wood and paper produces, wire rope

strength, 42 and porous metal diffusion bond quality. 43 Details for some

relevant experimental findings are reviewed next.

SWF Hypothesis. - Perhaps the best demonstration of the previously-stated

hypothesis regarding SWF measurement of relative strain energy transfer and

chance relative strength is obtained with unidirectional composite laminates.

It is easy to show that the SWF is sensitive to fiber direction and that the

SWF is greatest in the fiber direction and least pe_endicular to the fiber

direction. This agrees with the fact that ultimate tensile strength is also

greatest in the fiber direction. The SWF measured perpendicular to the

fiber direction will have a low value corresponding to low ultimate strength

in that direction (because the load is then sustained only by the matrix.)

16



Whenfiber orientations are mixed, the magnitude of the SWF will vary

44
accordingly, Fig. 7. In a laminate consisting of alternating cross-ply

layers the 0 ° plies will transmit stress wave energy more efficiently than 45 °

plies which in turn are more efficient than 90 ° plies. The SWF will rank

laminates according to the proportion of O" plies aligned with the load

direction.

Failure Site Location. - Happing SWF variations along the load axis of

tensile specimens is an effective way to identify weak regions.44'45 These

regions will usually have the lowest SWF values. This has proved to be true

in a variety of composite laminate tensile specimens having mixed fiber

orientations. It is noteworthy that that composites subjected to

acousto-ultrasonic evaluation the potential failure loci gave no prior

indication of overt flaws such as delaminations. Any flaws, if present, were

so minute or diffuse that they were sensed only as low values of the SWF (or

greater ultrasonic attenuation).

Apparently, there is a close correspondence between the SWF and

stiffness in composite laminates. Moire interferometry has shown that

variations in strain during axial loading agree rather closely with SWF

variations along the load axis. Local regions of low SWF correspond to high

local displacement in moire fringe patterns and also to failure loci when

24
specimens are loaded to failure.

Degradation Assessment. - Among the most useful aspects of

acousto-ultrasonics is the ability to assess degradation states in a material.

In fiber reinforced composites degradlation can result from moisture

absorption, chemical attack, cyclic fatigue, or impact damage. Fatigue and

impact damage although subtle can significantly change material properties by

reducing stiffness, strength, and, ultimately, curtail the service life of

composite structures.

17



The SWF is sensitive to progressive degradation in composite laminates

subjected to cyclic fatigue. A close relation between decreasing SWF and

decreasing stiffness due to cyclic fatigue of composite laminated has been

32
demonstrated. Indeed, the SWF appears to be sensitive indicator of local

fatigue damage when compared to overall stiffness reduction as measured by the

secant modulus, Fig. 8. Apparently, changes in the SWF are related to the

accumulation of damage primarly in the form of matrix crazing and fiber

breakage distributed throughout the volume being fatigued. 36)46 It has been

noted that systenmtic shifts in certain spectral components of the

acousto-ultrasonic waveform tend to accompany fatigue.

The SWF is also a sensitive indicator of accumulated degradation in

47
composite laminates subjected to impact damage, Fig. 9. Changes in the

SWF correspond closely to linear reduction in elastic modulus, ultimate

tensile strength, and toughness exhibited by unidirectional laminates that

sustained increasing number of impacts. In laminates subjected to combined

fatigue and impact it was found that resultant reductions in fatigue life were

48

accompanied by abrupt reductions in the magnitude of the SWF.

Correspondences were found between the SWF, the extent and nature of impact

or fatigue damage (ranging from microcrack populations to fractured fibers),

and changes in load response and life.

Interlaminar StrenKth. - High interlaminar strength in composite laminates

and high adhesive bond strength in joints are pivotal to structural integrity.

Nondestructive measurement of these interface properties is very difficult

with conventional NDE approaches because poor bond quality does not always

manifest itself as readily-found sets of discrete flaws or discontinuities.

Usually, conventional NDE methods give only qualitative results.

The acousto-ultrasonics approach has proven particularly useful for

quantifying relative bond strength. Excellent correlations have been obtained

18



between interlaminac shear strength in composite laminates as measured by

18,30
mechanical bend tests and the SWF, Fig. 10. Similarly, good correlations

have been obtained between the peel-test strength of adhesive bonds and the

38
SWF. Apparently, the acousto-ultrasonic wave interactions are sensitive

to the properties of interfaces.

Flaw Detection. - Although the emphasis here is on materials

characterization, nothing precludes using acousto-ultrasonics for detecting

delaminations, hidden impact damage areas, or other overt flaws.49'50

Indeed, acousto-ultrasonics or other NDE methods should be used to identify

and help eleminate items that contain obvlously harmful flaws.

CONCLUSIONS

The sensitivity of the acousto-ultrasonic approach for detecting and

quantifying subtle but significant variations in the strength and fracture

resistance of fiber reinforced composites has been experimentally demonstrated.

This is somewhat remarkable because, for the most part, it has been

accomplished with relatively unsophisticated signal processing and analysis

procedures. Nevertheless, the viability of the acousto-ultrasonic approach

certainly warrants the development of more advanced instrumentation and signal

analysis methodology, along the lines suggested in this paper. Results

obtained thus far with polymer matrix composites indicate that that

acousto-ultrasonic approach should prove useful for other composite materials,

e.g., fiber reinforced metal an ceramic matrix composites. This view follows

from similarities in the nature of the_e materials. Based on the concepts and

findings discussed in this paper, the acousto-ultrasonic approach should be

considered whenever there is a need to assess integrated defect states and

related strength and fracture resistance in composites. The approach merits

special consideration to quantify any damage or property degradation after

composites are exposed to hostile environments.
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